How to Read ASTM D2000 Callout
By applying standardized line callouts to the material required, allows the
flexibility of using different manufacturers’ compounds — while ensuring
that material quality and performance remain consistent.
Below is a standard line call-out for a Nitrile rubber compound. Each
designation is defined with given tolerance levels, based on the grade.

The above call-out contains the following:

ASTM D2000: Document name.
M: The letter “M” may or may not be present – this represents the unit of
measure, which is stated in SI (metric) units. If the “M” was not present,
English units would be used.
2: Grade number. The grade number defines specific added test
requirements, which are desirable in cases where the basic requirements
may not ensure an acceptable material.
BG: Type and Class. The Type is based on changes in tensile strength. A
reference chart is always given to show which polymers are used with a
corresponding Type and Class.

Type is based on change in tensile strength after heat aging for 70 hours at a
given temperature, stated below:

Class is based on the resistance of the material to ASTM Oil IRM903 after a
70-hour immersion. Below shows volume swell by class:

7: The next digit, 7, specifies the hardness of the material – in this case,
Shore A durometer. For standard physical properties, hardness is taken at ±
5.
14: This digit indicates the tensile strength – for example, 14 for 14MPa.
These values are typically based on what standard polymers are actually
used in the industry. Remember, this will be in SI units if the letter “M” is
present in the call-out. To convert to psi, simply multiply the MPa number by
145.

Additional suffix requirements: A14B34EO14EO34F17

A14B34EO14EO34F17 is the second half of the original sample ASTM line callout.

The additional suffix requirements, or “alphabet soup” as it is known, is
added to create a “custom” compound engineered specifically for the part
application.

Special Requirements for ASTM D2000

Special requirements can be added using a “Z” call-out. This is typically done
after the last call-out and number. These call outs are customer specific, not
an industry standard.

This is just a general overview, the callout should be discussed with your
material manufacturer to verify compliance.

